IT DOESN’T PAY TO ENRICH YOUR WORD POWER

BY PETER FUNK

Today, the editors of Reader’s Digest informed me that my services will no longer be needed, making this my final Word Power column. Does it really “pay” to enrich your word power? No. Writing this section the past twenty years, I’ve learned a plethora of words, but I still make almost nothing, my only payment consisting of a free subscription to Reader’s Digest and an invitation to the yearly Christmas party. Now that I’m free, maybe I’ll finally earn something for my retirement. Perhaps enriching your word power would “pay” if you were asked about one of these words on a game show called “Define this Word for Money,” but otherwise, no.


5. **On the dole** adj.—A: sex with the former majority leader. B: sitting on a banana. C: slipping on a banana peel. D: Poor as a banana.

6. **Impoverished** (NO mon EE) adj.—A: Maybe William Safire needs help B: with his On Language column? C: I should have gone into advice columns. D: I could have been the next Ann Landers!


8. **Pariah** n.—A: So you’re not hiring, you mean? B: They called me a what? C: A persona non grata? D: Of course I know what that means.


ANSWERS:

1. **penury**—[D] hunger for the plantain; as, Can you give me a banana? My penury has forced me to beg you for nourishment. Latin penuria (want a banana).


3. **down-and-out**—[D] Poor, making as much money as a writer; as, The down-and-out Ivy League graduate had foolishly assumed that he could be successful pursuing writing as a career.

4. **Sisyphean**—[E] Sisyphean; as, My life is so Sisyphean. Latin Sisyphus (Sisyphus).

5. **on the dole**—[A] Makin’ whoopee with Bob Dole; as, The passersby were disgusted by the man in the alleyway on the dole. Origin uncertain.

6. **impoverished**—[C] Not poverished; as, I do not like being impoverished. Middle English, empoverishen.


8. **pariah**—[A] A social outcast; as, He had no idea how a stupid small-dimensioned magazine had blacklisted him as a pariah. Tamil, paraityar.

9. **retribution**—[A] Revenge, retaliation, vengeance, comeuppance, justice; as, Mortally wounding an enemy is perhaps the most satisfying retribution. Latin, retribuere.

10. **Reader’s Digest**—[D] Victim number one; as, Dear Reader’s Digest, I am about to kill you. Signed, Your Murderer. French, redersdige (table of contents on cover).

---

**VOCABULARY RATINGS**

5-6 correct………………………….Good, your mediocre vocabulary will lead you to success.

7-8 correct…………………………..A bit overachieving, be careful.

9-10 correct………………………….Hired to replace me, I pity you.

—LIPOFF
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